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PERCEPTIONS OF THE HUMAN MIND

•Modern society consumes data naturally relentless – much more by ICTs lately - Lecturers
are competing against the web;

•Examples of ICT enahanced amazing phenomena are plenty:

• The galaxies and the space caught by the Hubble galaxy images - the biological and electronic
viruses;

•Who puts it all together, is a metaphysical, philosophical (why) or belief question = God:
• Some learners simply believe lectures, who set learner limitations by lecture capacity to think

outside the box or to create open environments (now enabled by ICTs) that accommodate wild
(apparently disorderly) thoughts.

PERCEPTIONS OF THE HUMAN MIND

•Perceptions and comprehensions of that data are often open to varied interpretations • Because thinking is personal and focused on issues each one considers critical;

•Until schooling = straight jackets - conservatively held conceptual frameworks;

• Pre-arranged curricula and thinking patterns or hypotheses held captive by domesticated theories
and rules that might not be critical to learners’ interests and experiences;

• Might not fit into their schema (can’t co-construct knowledge) – no learner centredness!;
• So, critical thinking and problem solving are ‘skills’ - align learners to problems-solve specific
pre-determined/ hypothetical issues (lecturer-generated issues);

• Not bad, if it were not (as past experiences show) ignoring/ failing/ rejecting alternative
conceptual frameworks, some of which host innovations.

PERCEPTIONS OF THE HUMAN MIND AND ICTs

•Whose standards anyway? - Passing = fit in the established explanations of phenomena;
•Information excites the learners’ brains to higher thinking energy levels (inadvertently in
cases), BUT some lecturers expect brain stability that follows diligently a pre-determined
thinking pattern:

• So, imagine, they can assess/ examine the positions (orbitals) of thoughts of learners;

•Challenge - to predict or assess positions of thinking of each individual learner!
•ICTs not only provide the open learning environments (Doll) through giving access to data
and knowledge each learner wants, but allow learners to experiment online;

•Thus, as a matter of validation and learner-centredness, learners should be assessed in
environments that allow them to explore, experiment and inquire freely online – they are
now often learning online.

ASSESSMENT ICTs ENHANCE LEARNER CENTEREDNESS

•Within the realm of the spectrum of our sensing: Howard Gardner in
1983 developed the theory of multiple intelligences by which learning
is viewed in seven differentiated intelligences;

•ICTs have the capacity to assess knowledge in multimedia formats;
•Learner centeredness can be achieved by combining Gardner’s

multiple intelligences and Bloom’s (Cognitive, Affective & Psychomotor
Domains) (Matrix template is provided) - ICTs help to assess learners
better;

ASSESSMENT ICTs ENHANCE LEARNER CENTEREDNESS

•ICTs thus can improve assessment validity, reliability and manageability –
ICTs provide data – useful to calculate those attributes of assessment;

•The assessment can be cognitive and constructivist (besides the usual
behaviourist items), formative, diagnostic, multi-medial = multiple
intelligences etc.,

•ICTs offer analytics and feedback to:

•individual learners and to/ about faciliators to enhance learning that is
focused on (learner & facilitator) problem areas (data is obtainable per
learner, facilitator, topic or concept);

•Learners are able to self-assess on topics that are problematic to them.

ASSESSMENT ICTs ENHANCE LEARNER CENTEREDNESS

•Focusing on Key Performance Indicators for each course is easier –
correlate question items to each outcome or topic;

•Correlating learning outcomes to particular learning materials and
topics through analytics;

•LMS can be used to create open and interactive learning
environments that are optimised to different assessment regimes;

•Assess academic progress, predict future performance, and spot
potential issues (diagnose).

ASSESSMENT ICTs ENHANCE LEARNER CENTEREDNESS

•Learning Analytics support the development of new educational
experiences that fit key learner’s needs effectively;

•Use agreed-upon marking rubrics – easy to make in some software
like MsExcel.

ASSESSMENT ICTs ENHANCE LEARNER CENTEREDNESS

•Can assess more learner-to-learner interactions:

• Peer-review - learners review their classmates’ work:

• Grading is easier (can be anonymous) but can help motivate best efforts to
foster peer learning;

• Team projects/ work – most LMSs allow submissions of team work and help
learners master both course content and team participation skills:

• Rubrics and Wikis are now popular for team work assessments – allow lecturer’s
comments and learners to correct and improve on their work

CHALLENGES

•Of course – the digital gap: access; culture (language, how well skilled, etc.);
•Development and application of a clear set of ethical standards such as consent;
•Security – more difficult to monitor who’s taking a test and how they’re taking it
online

• Timed/open book tests - every online test is an open-book test (except those
that are proctored): so, reduce the amount of assessment time so that only
knowledgeable learners can answer the questions in the time allotted

• Shuffle/randomize test questions - helps reduce the likelihood that learners
can take the same test seated together. Most learning management systems
provide both shuffling and randomization capability.

CHALLENGES
• Select questions randomly from a large test bank consisting of validated items
- each learner sits a similar but not identical assessment. Most LMSs have
capacity to store large question banks

• Use software that checks similarity/ plagiarism (e.g., TurnItIn). Lecturers have
to understand that similarities are not necessarily plagiarism

• Frequent, timed low-mark tests, such as short quizzes or self-check activities
make cheating more trouble than it’s worth.

CHALLENGES
• Use audio-visual synchronous software (like Skype) to make learners present
their work. The more frequent the better.

• Proctoring - ensures the identity of the test taker and the integrity of the test
taking environment. ...
• Software #1: Mercer | Mettl; Software #2: ProctorU; Software #3: Examity; Software #4: Verificient;
Software #5: AIProctor ;

etc are examples proctoring software to connect a learner’s
computer and webcam to a facilitator’s (invigilator’s) websit
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